**COVID-19 (Coronavirus)**

**Public Health Actions for Confirmed Cases & Contacts**

---

### Confirmed COVID-19 Case with Symptoms

**Public Health Actions:**
- Interviews case
- Orders case to isolate – documentation provided
- Identifies close contacts
- Notifies employer
- Contacts close contacts

### Contacts of Confirmed Case (contact occurred from 48 hours before symptoms to when symptoms started)

**Public Health Actions:**
- Interviews contacts
- Orders contacts to quarantine for 14 days since last exposure to confirmed case
- Documentation is given to contact to share as appropriate*
- Tells contact what to do if symptoms start

*Does not notify contact’s employer (as long as contact is not sick or a confirmed case)*

---

### Contacts of Contacts (people not exposed)

**Public Health Actions:**
- No action taken unless the originating “Contact of Confirmed Case” becomes symptomatic and becomes a confirmed case
- If this occurs, these 2nd generation “contacts” are now considered “Contacts of Confirmed Case” and appropriate actions are taken